Before we get to the schedule here is the answer to the biggest question we
imagine everyone has (and the immediate follow ups to that question):
1. Can I come to the pool every day?
a. Yes! You can come to one swim block a day.
2. What is a swim block?
a. A set amount of time before we clear the deck to clean. These will be
detailed below.
3. Do I have to sign up for a swim block?
a. Currently, no. You can just come to the pool. If we find we are
running into capacity issues we will institute a sign up.
4. How will you let people know if a swim block is close to or has reached
capacity?
a. We will send out text alerts and will post on Facebook.
You probably have lots of other questions, which we most likely have answered
below. If we didn’t answer a question, send it to us and we will take care of that!
Here is the pool schedule:
Limited hours (May 14th-June 6th)

Monday, Tuesday, Thursday, Friday
1-3pm Lap Swim (Swimmers will be asked to clear the pool at 1:45 and 2:45 to allow for
cleaning before the next group). Sign ups will be via signup genius.
3-5pm, 5-7pm, 7-9pm Group Swim Time

Wednesday:
11am-3pm Swim Team practice
3-5pm, 5-7pm, 7-9pm Group Swim Time

Saturday & Sunday:
7am-11am Swim Team Practice

11am-1pm, 1-3pm, 3-5pm, 5-7pm, 7-9pm: Group Swim Time
Full Time Hours (June 7th-August 22nd)

Monday, Wednesday, Friday
6-8am Early Morning Lap Swim (sign ups will be via signup genius)

Tuesday, Thursday
6-8am: Masters Swim (sign ups will be via signup genius)

Everyday:

8am-11am Swim Team Practice, Camp Swim Time

11am-1pm, 1-3pm, 3-5pm, 5-7pm, 7-9pm: Group Swim Time

Ok, now to address the next question we are sure everyone has and to get into way
more detail for those who want it:
1. If the state says pools can be open at 100% capacity why are there restrictions
on the number of people that can be at the pool?
a. The state did say that we can be open at 100%, but only if that will still
allow for social distancing between individuals/family
groups. Anyone who has seen the slide steps on a normal summer
knows that full capacity at the pool does not allow for social distancing as
required. In order to make sure that we are keeping our members
safe and complying with the rules as they currently stand, we have
come up with the plan that is detailed below. Our hope is to ease
restrictions and allow for even more pool time for everyone as the
summer goes on. Here is a run down of how everything will work to start
the year:

To reiterate: You will be able to come to the pool every day without
signing up (with the exception of holidays and high traffic times. We will
institute additional sign ups only if it is needed This will be addressed
more below).
We have separated the day into swim blocks and added an hour to the end of the night
to make sure that we get in plenty of pool time. The blocks will be 11am-1pm; 1-3pm;
3-5pm; 5-7pm and 7-9pm (the pretty chart that shows this can be seen again by clicking
this sentence). Swim time will be an hour and forty five minutes straight with no adult
swim whistle blown. At the hour and forty five minute mark the guards will blow the
signal to clear the pool, and everyone will gather their things and go. The guards will
then clean all of the high touch areas and clean the deck for the next group.
We will start by limiting members to one block a day with hopes of either expanding the
blocks or allowing for people to come for more than one. This will be dependent upon
state restrictions, pool usage and any other conditions we need to consider.
The Snackbar and Bathhouse will close at 8:30pm every evening to allow staff to begin
closing procedures. The family bathroom will be left open for those who need to use the
facilities. Please plan accordingly.
Signups for pool attendance will be limited to extremely high traffic days/times. We are
planning to have signups for Memorial Day, July 4 th and Labor Day. Should we see
capacity issues on Friday and Saturday Afternoons and Even ings (typically the highest
traffic time slots) or if other days and times become exceedingly popular, we may
institute signups for those as well. We are hopeful that the increased capacity allowed
by the state will let us only have signups for the holidays, and we will keep you updated
if this changes.
Guests will be allowed via advanced sign up. We will have that information out next
week.
Gazebo rentals will also be allowed via advanced sign up and we will have that
information out next week as well.
Capacity has been figured with these concepts already assumed, so you don’t need to
worry that they will impact your ability to attend the pool.
In the event that capacity is getting close or has been reached for a specific block we
will send out a text and will post on our Facebook page as well.
Swim team practice will be held during times when the pool is not open to avoid closing
any part of the pool to members during swim blocks.
We will have three lap lanes in for lap swim, but at times some of them will be taken up
by swim lessons.

Early morning lap swim will start June 7 th and will be Monday, Wednesday, Friday from
6-8am by sign up. We will ask families to share lanes and will give people the option to
notate that they are vaccinated and comfortable sharing a lane with another vaccinated
individual (family sharing is required).
Masters swim will start June 8 th and will be Tuesdays and Thursdays from 6-8am by
sign up.
We know this is a lot to process and we are hopeful that as the summer goes on we will
be able to get more and more like a normal summer, but we want to make sure we are
ready to go no matter what everything looks like. We are so excited to see you all
poolside soon!

